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To simulate long time and length scale processes involving DNA it is necessary to use a coarse-grained description. Here we
provide an overview of different approaches to such coarse graining, focussing on those at the nucleotide level that allow the
self-assembly processes associated with DNA nanotechnology to be studied. OxDNA, our recently-developed coarse-grained
DNA model, is particularly suited to this task, and has opened up this field to systematic study by simulations. We illustrate
some of the range of DNA nanotechnology systems to which the model is being applied, as well as the insights it can provide
into fundamental biophysical properties of DNA.
1 Introduction
DNA is one of the fundamental molecules of biology, enjoy-
ing iconic status in its role as the information storage medium
for the genome. More recently, DNA has also become a
startlingly successful nanoengineering material, with the ex-
ponents of DNA nanotechnology having developed an im-
pressive array of DNA nanostructures1 and nanodevices.2 For
both these uses of DNA, its physico-chemical properties are
vital to its role.
For example, the intra- and intermolecular interactions
that drive base pairing and base stacking are responsible for
DNA’s double helical structure. Furthermore, the selectivity
of Watson-Crick base-paring and the efficiency with which
double helices can self-assemble underlie both fundamental
genomic processes, such as replication and transcription, and
the programmability of DNA that has been exploited so suc-
cessfully by DNA nanotechnology. On longer length scales,
the mechanical properties of the double helix are important
both to how DNA can be manipulated in the cellular environ-
ment, such as through the packaging of DNA by complexa-
tion with proteins and the control of its global topology by
enzymes that modify its local twist, and in imparting rigidity
to DNA nanostructures.
Experimentally, there is an increasing wealth of information
on DNA’s biophysical properties, particularly more recently
from single-molecule experiments involving active manipula-
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tion by optical and magnetic tweezers3,4 or by passive fluo-
rescent probing of single molecules as they undergo dynamic
processes.5,6 However, the detailed microscopic mechanisms
underlying the observed behaviour in these experiments are
not always clear.
DNA nanotechnology is also a relatively young field. It
originates from the 1980s when Nadrian Seeman first pro-
posed making artificial objects out of DNA that could form
by self-assembly.7 In the last decade this field has seen very
rapid growth, both in terms of the size of the literature, and
the complexity of the objects that have been produced. The
structures typically consist of double-helices joined together
by single-stranded sections or by junctions at which strands
cross over between helices, but the technology has now devel-
oped to such an extent that objects of seemingly any shape can
be assembled.1 One of the distinctives of these DNA nanos-
tructures is that they can be addressed with nanometer pre-
cision, and so one recent theme has been the decoration of
such structures with, for example, nanoparticles8 and other
biomolecules9 in order to create functionality or to use as sub-
strates for single-molecule experiments. A second attractive
feature is that structures can be made that are able to respond,
usually to the presence of other nucleic acid strands but also to
other molecules,10 to pH11 and to light.12 Such devices have
included nanotweezers,13 openable boxes,14 walkers that can
move along tracks15 and responsive drug delivery capsules.10
The most basic design principle for DNA nanostructures is
simple; namely, that the target structure should be the global
free-energy minimum, and this can usually be achieved if the
target has the most base pairs. However, how such structures,
particularly the larger and more complex ones, which can be
made up of tens of thousands of nucleotides and hundreds of
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different strands, are able to self-assemble is still somewhat
of a mystery. Moreover, there are relatively few guiding prin-
ciples for how to prevent the systems from getting stuck in
kinetic traps, and hence to improve yields. For DNA nan-
odevices, well-established nearest-neighbour thermodynamic
models of duplex and hairpin stability16 can help provide in-
sight into their action. However, the rates of the different
processes involved are also important. Furthermore, these de-
vices can involve non-trivial multi-strand complexes with non-
trivial internal loops or pseudoknots that can be subject to in-
ternal or externally applied stresses and whose stabilities are
not yet captured by these thermodynamic models.
The above issues suggest that there could be a significant
potential role for molecular simulations in DNA nanotech-
nology: firstly, in providing an improved microscopic un-
derstanding of basic DNA biophysics relevant to DNA nan-
otechnology; secondly, in visualizing the mechanisms of self-
assembly for DNA nanostructures and of the action of DNA
nanodevices, and thirdly in aiding the rational design and opti-
mization of DNA nanotechnology systems using the potential
quantitative insights into their thermodynamics and dynamics.
So far, however, the contribution of molecular simulations to
DNA nanotechnology has been relatively minor.
One significant obstacle is that all-atom simulations are not
yet capable of probing the large system sizes and long time
scales that are typically relevant to DNA nanotechnology sys-
tems. Therefore, to progress the use of simulations in this
field, there is a need for “coarse-grained” models that pro-
vide a simpler representation of DNA, but one which hope-
fully retains enough of the essential physics to allow realistic
modelling of DNA systems on long time and length scales.
However, until relatively recently, there were few such coarse-
grained models, and coarse-graining has been more explored
for other biomolecules17 such as proteins18 and lipids.19 This
is perhaps surprising given that, in some ways, DNA is an
easier target for coarse-graining, certainly when compared to
proteins, because of the relatively limited number of ways the
bases interact — the physical behaviour of DNA is dominated
by the stacking of the bases and the pairing of complementary
bases through hydrogen-bonding. Only in the last few years
have the number of coarse-grained DNA models increased
significantly,20–22 but only a few of these have the potential
to realistically model self-assembly processes associated with
DNA nanotechnology systems. Notably, the first published
example of such an application was only in 2010 when nan-
otweezers similar to those developed by Yurke et al.13 were
simulated.23
Here we provide a selective overview of coarse-grained
models of DNA in Section 2 focussing down on those that
have the requisite properties to allow the simulation of DNA
nanotechnology and highlighting the oxDNA model that we
have recently developed for this purpose in Section 3. In Sec-
tion 4 we discuss some of the technical issues that are relevant
when computing the thermodynamic and dynamic properties
of such models by molecular simulation, before illustrating
the power and range of applicability of oxDNA by showing
a number of nanotechnological and biophysical systems to
which the model has been applied in Section 5.
2 Coarse-grained DNA models: a selective
overview
When seeking to understand a particular property of DNA by
theory or simulation, one of course wants to choose a level
of description that captures enough of the physics to allow the
question of interest to be addressed, whilst also remaining suf-
ficiently simple that such a calculation is tractable. For this
reason, there is a whole spectrum of approaches to describe
DNA involving differing levels of detail.
At one end of this spectrum are polymer theories such as the
worm-like chain model, which describes DNA as a polymer
with a certain bending modulus (and sometimes finite twist
and extensional moduli). This model is particularly suited to
looking at the elastic properties of DNA on long length scales.
For example, it provides a good description of the response
of double-stranded DNA to low forces, capturing its entropic
elasticity.24 However, such a description begins to break down
for mechanical properties that involve more extreme pertur-
bations in the structure. For example, the worm-like chain
model can describe the “ j-factors” for the cyclization of long
DNA duplexes, but fails for short duplexes where cyclization
is most likely achieved by local buckling rather than homoge-
neous bending.25
At the other end of the spectrum, certain properties can
probably only be understood using models that have an all-
atom representation of DNA, because the property reflects
the detailed local geometry of the molecule. Although the
achievements of all-atom simulations of DNA are becom-
ing increasingly impressive,26,27 due both to advances in the
force-fields used and to greater computer power, such meth-
ods are inevitably limited to either relatively short time scales
or relatively small system sizes.
In between these two extremes are a whole range of dif-
ferent coarse-grained models of varying complexity. As we
wish to consider models that would allow DNA nanotech-
nology systems to be studied, in particular the self-assembly,
structure and mechanical properties of DNA nanostructures,
and the action of DNA nanodevices, we should first consider
the requirements this imposes on such a model. The first
and most basic requirement is that the model has a realistic
description of the three-dimensional geometry of DNA. Sec-
ondly, the self-assembly of virtually all such DNA nanostruc-
tures and the action of most of the DNA nanodevices is driven
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by hybridization, and so it is important that this transition is
well described. On a thermodynamic level this includes being
able to reproduce the melting points and transition widths of
duplex DNA. Thirdly, a good description of the mechanical
properties of both single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) and double-
stranded DNA (dsDNA) is required if the structural and me-
chanical properties of DNA nanostructures are to be repro-
duced, in particular, the rigidity of the duplex and the relative
flexibility of ssDNA. The latter is particularly important, as
virtually all DNA nanostructures make use of the ability of the
DNA backbone to bend back on itself at junctions connecting
different double helical sections of the structures. It can also
be important to have a good description of the extensibility
of ssDNA, since sometimes the operation of nanodevices in-
volves externally applied or internally generated tension.28,29
Fourthly, it must be feasible to simulate the long time scales
associated with diffusion of strands in solution and with sig-
nificant conformational rearrangements.
These consideration rule out many possible models. For
example, all-atom models are simply too computationally ex-
pensive to allow the time scales associated with self-assembly
to be simulated. The same is probably true of those coarse-
grained models that retain an explicit description of the sol-
vent.30 Similarly, the need to describe hybridization rules out
those coarse-grained models which are intended just to de-
scribe dsDNA and do not dissociate.31–37 Therefore, the min-
imal unit must at most be at the level of a single nucleotide. It
is interesting to note that Lankasˇ et al found that the level of
the base also provides a more appropriate level to capture the
local dynamics of DNA than that of the base pair.38
Models that have too reduced a representation of DNA ge-
ometry will also be unsuitable. For example, the Peyrard-
Bishop family of models have been extensively used to study
melting processes in DNA, their simplicity allowing partic-
ularly long length scales to be explored,39 but their lack of
three-dimensional structure makes them inappropriate for our
task. Similarly, although “ladder models” in which dsDNA
is not helical,40–44 might be able to give qualitative insights
into the nature of self-assembly for DNA-like polymers that
have complementary base-pairing interactions,45,46 they are
not suitable for detailed quantitative analysis. For example,
the mechanical properties of dsDNA in the model are too
anisotropic; in particular, fluctuations out of the plane of the
“ladder” are too facile. However, their simplicity allows par-
ticular large systems, such as DNA-coated nanoparticles, to be
studied.47
Thus, these exclusions leave coarse-grained DNA models
that can undergo melting and have a reasonable description
of basic DNA geometry. Although the development and use
of coarse-grained models of DNA has generally lagged behind
that for other biomolecules, such as proteins or lipids, there are
a rapidly increasing number of models at this level.23,48–70 The
distinctions between these models that we wish to highlight
are the “philosophies” behind the models and the ways that
the component interactions are represented.
The first major question is to which data should the model
be fitted, and there are two main approaches. The first, which
we term the “bottom-up” approach, is to fit the model to results
(typically correlation functions) from a finer-grained model,
which is usually an empirical all-atom model (e.g. AMBER,
CHARMM),35–37,63,64,67–69 although fitting to energies ob-
tained from electronic structure calculations (albeit in the ab-
sence of water)65 has also been performed. The second “top-
down” approach is to directly fit the parameters of a physically
motivated potential to reproduce measured experimental prop-
erties, e.g. melting transitions, persistence lengths, and elastic
moduli.
Although the bottom-up approach may provide a more di-
rect connection to models with finer detail, there are a num-
ber of potential issues to bear in mind with the bottom-up
approach. Firstly, it is dependent on the quality of the fine-
grained description, but for many properties in which one
might be interested, e.g. DNA melting points, it is often un-
known how well the fine-grained description reproduces these
properties, simply because they are currently too computation-
ally expensive to calculate at that level. Secondly, although
some methods of coarse-graining may have more rigour than
others, there is no unique approach to achieve the coarse-
graining, and “representability” problems are a ubiquitous fea-
ture of such coarse-graining.71
The second major question is how to represent the interac-
tions. It is probably most common to use forms that aim to
capture some of the basic structural features of the interac-
tions. Therefore, often the potential is broken up into terms
that represent base stacking, the hydrogen-bonding between
complementary base pairs, a backbone potential, excluded
volume, electrostatic interactions between charged groups,
and perhaps cross-stacking (interactions between diagonally
opposite bases in the duplex), coaxial stacking (stacking inter-
actions between bases that are adjacent in a helix, but are not
neighbours along a chain) and a solvation term.
There are number of things to be born in mind when con-
sidering the interactions in a coarse-grained model. Firstly,
the interaction terms are in principle free energies, not just
energies.71,72 By definition, coarse-graining, by reducing the
number of degrees of freedom, reduces the total entropy of the
system. However, this is not a problem in itself, because we
are usually concerned with entropy differences, e.g. between
stacked and unstacked bases, rather than absolute entropies.
Nevertheless, there is no guarantee that these relative entropy
differences will be preserved by the coarse-graining, and so
consideration should be given to the potential entropic com-
ponents, and hence temperature dependence, of the effective
interactions. Most coarse-grained potentials ignore this issue
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and are temperature independent.
For some degrees of freedom that are coarse-grained away,
there is likely to be little effect on the relative entropies. For
example, the internal vibrations of the bases are likely to be
very similar in the stacked and unstacked states, and so the
loss of these internal degrees of freedom is likely to be of little
thermodynamic consequence.
Upon stacking, the bases lose entropy due to the more re-
stricted nature of both the relative positions of the centres of
mass and the relative orientations of the bases. If a model
does not contain all these potential geometric sources of en-
tropy, for example, if, as many models do, a base is repre-
sented by a single site with no orientational degrees of free-
dom,48,49,51,53–55,59–62,65 or if these degrees of freedom are not
captured correctly, then it is likely that an entropic term in the
stacking interaction would be needed to compensate.
Furthermore, most models also coarse-grain away the wa-
ter, and the effects of this on the thermodynamics is much
harder to predict. Stacking is partly driven by the hydrophobic
character of the bases, but correctly describing hydrophobicity
is far from straightforward and is known to often have a strong
entropic component.73 Therefore, it would be unsurprising if
an entropic component to the stacking would be required to
account for the contribution from hydrophobicity.
The second issue that needs careful consideration when de-
signing a coarse-grained model is the detailed forms used to
describe the interactions, with physically sensible choices of
these forms being a prerequisite for a good model. Here, we
highlight what we think are key aspects of any model.
One important feature is the origin of the helicity of dsDNA
and the flexibility of ssDNA. Of course, all models should
have the double helical B-DNA geometry as the global free-
energy minimum of complementary strands below their melt-
ing point. One way to achieve this is to have the B-DNA
geometry as the minimum of all the individual interactions.
However, this choice may have significant consequences for
the structure of ssDNA. In particular, this approach can lead to
a backbone torsional potential that imposes helicity on a single
DNA strand, and hence to an unphysically rigid helical geom-
etry for ssDNA.51,53,54 In fact, DNA’s helicity results from the
combined constraints of the backbone and the stacking inter-
action, and in particular, the difference in distance between
the separation of stacked bases (3.4 A˚) and that typical for the
separation of bases along the DNA backbone (approximately
∼ 6.5 A˚), with a (double) helix being the most favourable way
of satisfying both.74 Thus, a model that achieves duplex he-
licity through these two distance scales has the advantage that
ssDNA when unstacked is flexible and can kink sharply, al-
though it can still also adopt a helical geometry when stacked.
Interestingly, a recent coarse-grained model for dsDNA that
was derived by rigorous fitting to extensive all-atom simula-
tions indicated that the individual interactions are not all op-
timally satisfied in the B-DNA structure.37 The “frustration”
that results may be key to explaining non-local effects of se-
quence on the double helical structure,37 and may also be im-
portant to capture the thermodynamic destabilization of the
duplex that arises from mismatches.66
A second important feature is to capture the anisotropic na-
ture of the interactions between bases, both for stacking and
hydrogen-bonding. As noted already, if a base is represented
by a single site without orientational degrees of freedom, there
is the potential problem that it will be hard to capture the
entropy loss associated with stacking. Furthermore, Watson-
Crick base-pairing interactions should be able to occur to one
other base, when the bases are coplanar and the chains are
anti-parallel. However, if the description of the hydrogen-
bond interaction between base sites is isotropic,51,53–55 there
is the possibility that the “single-valent” nature of Watson-
Crick base pairing can be broken. For example, this is ex-
actly what Florescu and Joyeux found to occur for the 3SPN
model of de Pablo and coworkers51,53,54 for a polydA-polydT
duplex. The two strands spontaneously slip by half a base-pair
rise with respect to each other so that each base can bind two
bases on the complementary strand.75 Note that this effect is
normally prevented by the heterogeneity of a sequence.
In summary, although there are now a considerable num-
ber of coarse-grained DNA models available, most are less-
suited to studying the self-assembly processes associated with
DNA nanotechnology, because either they do not meet all the
requirements set out at the beginning of this section or their
behaviour has not yet been sufficiently well characterized. Of
course, this is not to say that these models do not have their
own domains of applicability where they can be productively
used. OxDNA, the coarse-grained model created in our groups
in Oxford, was developed with such nanotechnological appli-
cations explicitly in mind, and it is our contention that it is
currently the most well-suited model for simulating DNA nan-
otechnology; it is also the model that has been applied to the
most DNA nanotechnology systems.23,28,29 Therefore, for the
rest of the article we focus on this model.
Nevertheless, we note that if one is only interested in the
structural properties of DNA nanotechnology systems, other
simulation approaches can potentially be used. For example,
if the system is sufficiently small it may be possible to use all-
atom simulations, as has been done for a few examples.76,77
Also for structures in which all the bases are hybridized,
coarse-grained models that describe the double-helical struc-
ture well could potentially be applied, as long as the effects of
junctions can be incorporated into the model. For example, the
rigid base-pair model of Ref. 31 has been adapted to probe the
structure of DNA origamis,78 and the CanDo package, which
assumes that double helices behave like elastic rods, is a use-
ful resource for predicting DNA origami structure and flexi-
bility.79,80
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3 The oxDNA model
In the oxDNA model each nucleotide is represented by a rigid
nucleotide that consists of a set of collinear interaction sites
and a vector that is perpendicular to the notional plane of the
base (see Fig. 1(a)). The aim of the vector is to capture the pla-
narity of the base through the orientational dependence of the
interactions rather than through additional sites. This orienta-
tional dependence allows the model to represent the coplanar
base stacking and both the linearity of hydrogen-bonding and
the edge-to-edge character of the Watson-Crick base pairing.
Furthermore, it is also used to capture more subtle features of
the interactions that are consequences of more detailed struc-
tural features of DNA that are not present in the model, for
example, the right-handed character of the double helix and
the anti-parallel nature of the strands in the helix.
Note also that, in contrast to a number of models, there is a
single backbone site, rather than separate sites representing the
sugar and phosphate groups. We feel that this is a reasonable
approximation for most of the systems in which we are inter-
ested, but it may affect detailed structural properties for sys-
tems where the backbones come in close proximity. One prac-
tical advantage of this choice is that it allows us to maintain
the pairwise nature of the internucleotide interactions without
the need for three-body terms to enforce the geometry of the
backbone. Furthermore, coarse-graining the whole nucleotide
into a single rigid body allows us to ignore the internal motions
of the nucleotides, thus significantly speeding up sampling.
The form of the internucleotide potential is
VoxDNA = ∑
〈i j〉
(
Vb.b.+Vstack +V ′exc
)
+
∑
i, j/∈〈i j〉
(VHB +Vcr.st.+Vexc +Vcx.st.) , (1)
where the first sum is taken over all nucleotides that are ad-
jacent along the backbone of a strand and the second sum
is taken over all other pairs of nucleotides. The different
terms represent backbone connectivity (Vb.b.), excluded vol-
ume (Vexc and V ′exc), hydrogen bonding between complemen-
tary bases (VHB), stacking between adjacent bases on a strand
(Vstack), cross-stacking (Vcr.st.) and coaxial stacking (Vcx.st.).
The nucleotides that participate in these interactions within the
double-helical state are schematically shown in Figure 1(b).
The excluded volume and backbone interactions are isotropic,
whereas all other interactions depend on the relative orienta-
tions of the nucleotides as well as the distance between the
interaction sites. The detailed forms for all of the terms in Eq.
1 are available in Ref. 81. Note that these forms are not at-
tempting to provide a chemically realistic description of the
interactions, but instead a physically realistic description of
effects of the interactions.
We applied a top-down approach to parameterize the
(a) (b)
basebackbone
1 nucleotide
Fig. 1 (a) A representation of the rigid nucleotides that are the basic
unit of the oxDNA coarse-grained model. The bases are represented
by an ellipsoid to reflect the orientational dependence of the
interactions. (b) Three strands in an 11-base-pair double helix with
stabilising interactions indicated in the inset. All nucleotides also
interact through short-ranged excluded volume repulsions.
oxDNA model. Loosely speaking, the structure is determined
by the positions of the minima in the interaction potentials,
the thermodynamics by the well depths and force constants,
and the mechanical properties also by the force constants, and
all three types of data have been used to fit the parameters of
the model. In particular, for the thermodynamics, we have
fitted the model to reproduce the transition temperatures and
widths for the melting of short duplexes as predicted by the
SantaLucia model,16 and results for the stacking transition of
ssDNA.82 Similarly, for the mechanics we have fitted to the
persistence lengths of ssDNA and dsDNA and the elastic mod-
uli of dsDNA. We note that for the fitting of the model it would
have been very useful to have more unequivocal experimental
data on the physical properties of single-stranded DNA, par-
ticularly for the stacking transition.
As noted in the previous section, the effective interactions
in a coarse-grained model should in principle be free ener-
gies. However, if the coarse-graining maintains the correct
relative entropies between the states of interest, the entropic
components of the interactions would be zero. As we have
tried to retain all the geometric sources of entropy relevant to
hybridization (e.g. the orientational degrees of freedom of the
bases and the flexibility of the single strand), we attempted to
keep the interactions temperature-independent as far as possi-
ble. In the end, it only proved necessary to introduce temper-
ature dependence into the stacking interactions (and only to a
relatively small degree) in order to obtain a good fit to the ther-
modynamic data. This suggests that our model has been rel-
atively successful in retaining the relevant geometric degrees
of freedom; of course, we are unable to retain the entropic
components of the interactions related to the solvent, and so
the need to introduce temperature-dependence into oxDNA’s
stacking interactions, which have a significant hydrophobic
component, might reflect this source of entropy.
There are currently two parameterizations of the oxDNA
model available. Firstly, there is an “average-base” pa-
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rameterization in which the interactions for the different
bases are identical except for the hydrogen-bonding term,
for which bonding only occurs between Watson-Crick base
pairs.23,66 In the second parameterization, the interaction
strengths for stacking and hydrogen-bonding have been al-
lowed to vary in order to capture the sequence-dependence
of DNA thermodynamics.83 However, the development of
this sequence-dependent version has not made the average-
base model redundant, since it is often useful to examine
the generic behaviour of DNA, unobscured by sequence-
dependent effects. Indeed, most of the published applications
of oxDNA have been reported for the average-base parameter-
ization.23,28,29,84–89 By contrast, the sequence-dependent pa-
rameterization is particularly useful when we want to compare
in detail to a particular experimental system.
As with any coarse-grained model, it is important to be open
about oxDNA’s limitations. Firstly, the model is parameter-
ized for a specific salt concentration, namely 500 mM, and the
electrostatics interactions between charged groups are not ex-
plicitly represented but instead their effects are incorporated
into the excluded-volume interactions. This approach is rea-
sonable because of the short-range nature of the Debye screen-
ing length at this salt concentration. Furthermore, these solu-
tion conditions are not untypical of the relatively high ionic
strengths used in DNA nanotechnology experiments. In prin-
ciple oxDNA could be reparameterised at different salt con-
centrations, but at lower salt it is not clear the short-ranged
functional forms we employ would be sufficiently flexible.
Some progress could perhaps be made by through a Debye-
Hu¨ckel like description of the electrostatics, as has been done
for a number of other DNA models.51,53,54,56,65,67 However, it
should be kept in mind that further complications such as non-
linear electrostatics also become increasingly important at low
salt, see e.g. Refs. 90 and 91 for further discussion.
Secondly, even for the second parameterization of the
oxDNA potential, the sequence-dependence is limited. All
properties of the bases are assumed to be the same except
for the strengths of the attractive interactions; for example,
all bases are still of the same size. For this reason, the model
is unlikely to be able to address the sequence dependence of
the detailed structure and elasticity of dsDNA.
Thirdly, the double helix in oxDNA is symmetrical with
equal sizes for the major and minor grooves (Fig. 1(b)). For
many applications this deficiency will be of little importance,
but it will affect systems where the detailed geometry of the
backbone is significant. For example, major and minor groov-
ing is needed to reproduce the correct relative angles between
crossovers in DNA origami when both staple and scaffold
strand crossovers are present. For this reason, we are in the
process of parameterizing a version of the model that includes
the correct grooving.
We note that simulation codes incorporating the oxDNA po-
tentials and all the algorithms presented in the following sec-
tion are available from the oxDNA web-site.92
4 Simulating coarse-grained models
DNA molecules in solution undergo diffusive motion. In
molecular dynamics simulations of all-atom models, this dif-
fusional dynamics is achieved through collisions between the
DNA and the solvating water molecules, which also act as
a thermal and pressure reservoir. However, in virtually all
coarse-grained DNA models, the solvent is modelled implic-
itly and so applying standard molecular dynamics to such
models would generate artefactual ballistic dynamics for the
DNA. Further, simulations would be isoenergetic, whereas
sampling from the canonical ensemble is appropriate when
models of dilute systems with implicit solvent are to be com-
pared directly to experiment.93
A solution to this problem is to use Langevin dynamics,94
in which additional drag and random forces are added to New-
ton’s equations of motion in order to achieve diffusional dy-
namics. The size and form of these forces can be chosen self-
consistently so that the system samples from the canonical
ensemble. In the limit of strong noise and frictional forces,
inertia can be neglected in a formalism known as Brownian
dynamics. A simpler approach is to use Andersen-like ther-
mostats,95 in which systems are evolved using Newton’s equa-
tions between occasional ‘collision steps’ when particle mo-
menta are resampled from the thermal distribution. On scales
longer than the typical time for resampling momenta, mo-
tion of particles is diffusive (although it is ballistic on shorter
times).
Langevin, Brownian and Andersen-like thermostats all pro-
duce diffusive motion and sample from the canonical ensem-
ble. In most implementations, however, they neglect long-
range hydrodynamic forces which (amongst other effects) ac-
celerate the diffusion of large clusters of particles. As a con-
sequence, relative diffusion rates of different size clusters will
not scale correctly when systems are simulated using these
approaches. It is possible to incorporate long-range hydro-
dynamic effects in Langevin or Brownian algorithms,94 but
generally this is not done due to the extra computational cost.
Issues with cooperative hydrodynamics highlight the prob-
lem of comparing to experimental time scales. Designing a
model with mass, energy and length scales then automati-
cally defines a unit of time, which in principle could be used
to compare with experiment. However, many experimental
measurements reflect processes which require overall diffu-
sion of strands, and as we have pointed out most dynamical
implementations do not reproduce the physical scaling of dif-
fusion coefficients with system size. An added complication
is that coarse-grained models tend to smooth out the micro-
scopic roughness of energy landscapes, thereby accelerating
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motion.96 Given these caveats, it seems sensible to focus pri-
marily on relative rates of similar processes when simulating
coarse-grained models, where uncertainties in mapping time
scales will tend to cancel out. We note that the point of coarse-
graining is to make simulations faster, and so one can even
deliberately accelerate dynamics by using artificially high dif-
fusion coefficients. For oxDNA at least, we have shown that,
as long as one is careful to compare relative rates, such an
approach has no qualitative consequences for the process of
duplex formation.88 More generally, we expect this approach
to be be reasonable if there is a separation of the time scales
between diffusion and the relevant internal rearrangements of
the strands. Indeed, an alternative way to map time scales onto
experiment is to simply scale the simulation time to match the
experimental diffusion constant of a strand, although this ap-
proach becomes more complicated when the simulations in-
volve strands of different length because coarse-grained sim-
ulations do not generally reproduce the physical scaling of the
diffusion coefficient with size.
Monte Carlo is essentially a method to perform equilib-
rium sampling. However, if the aim is simply to reproduce
diffusive motion and sample from the canonical ensemble,
Monte Carlo methods using local moves can provide an alter-
native approach to simulate dynamics.97–100 However, if one
were to apply a Monte Carlo algorithm that used “single par-
ticle” moves to oxDNA, the simulations would be quite ineffi-
cient, because a significant fraction of the moves that involve
strongly interacting nucleotides would be rejected. As a result,
the diffusion of strands would be particularly slow, and even
more so if the strands were part of duplexes or higher-order
aggregates. Thus, single-particle move Monte Carlo will dras-
tically fail to reproduce the relative diffusion coefficients of
different-sized aggregates.
One way to overcome this problem is to use a Monte Carlo
algorithm that attempts moves of clusters of nucleotides. One
such algorithm that we have found to be particularly useful is
the Virtual Move Monte Carlo (VMMC) algorithm of White-
lam and Geissler101 (note that we actually use the variant in
the appendix of Ref. 102). One of the advantages of this al-
gorithm is that the clusters that are constructed reflect both the
current configuration and the proposed move. As a result, the
algorithm allows more efficient sampling for our DNA model
than Monte Carlo with single-nucleotide moves. We note here
that cluster algorithms work best when the system is domi-
nated by pairwise potentials, as multi-body interactions cannot
generally be used in the cluster growth procedure.
In principle, one can modulate the VMMC algorithm to
try and capture relative diffusion rates of clusters of different
sizes.101 Reproducing physical diffusion rates is far from sim-
ple, however, and may have consequences for efficiency as the
techniques proposed involve rejecting moves that would other-
wise be accepted. It is also difficult to directly compare simu-
lation times for systems of different sizes, or when an external
force is applied in one case and not in another. Nonetheless,
we have found that VMMC trajectories often give qualitatively
similar results to Langevin and Andersen-like thermostats for
oxDNA, suggesting that the kinetic results are not artefacts
of a particular choice of algorithm. One possible approach
to generate dynamical Monte Carlo trajectories would be to
combine VMMC with simpler cluster algorithms, such as that
of Bhattacharyay and Troisi.103 VMMC could be used to cap-
ture internal relaxation of clusters and the simpler algorithm
to drive overall diffusion.
In our simulations of oxDNA, we have used a variety of the
above techniques. VMMC has proved to be extremely compu-
tationally efficient for simulating small systems (smaller than
about 200 nucleotides) in which processes involving hybridi-
sation or melting of duplexes are of interest. It is also easy
to couple to rare-event methods such as umbrella sampling
(see section 4.1), making it ideal for measuring the thermo-
dynamics of DNA reactions. The efficiency of VMMC stems
from the ability to make relatively large moves without losing
precision, unlike methods that involve integrating equations
of motion. We note that very large moves that could cause
strands to pass through each other must be excluded, however,
if topology preservation is required.
In general, we have used Langevin104 and Andersen-like105
algorithms (specifically designed for rigid bodies) to study re-
action kinetics, as the dynamics is easier to interpret than for
VMMC (even if more computational time is required to ob-
serve processes). For equilibrating structural properties of
large systems such as DNA origamis or long duplexes, we
have used the Andersen-like algorithm as it is most com-
putationally efficient (VMMC is less effective at performing
internal mechanical relaxation for large clusters, and gen-
erates many unhelpful moves of the entire system). Addi-
tionally, Langevin and Andersen-like thermostats are easier
to parallelize than cluster-building Monte Carlo approaches,
which are naturally more serial in character. Implementing
the Andersen-like algorithm on graphical processing units has
allowed us to treat extremely large systems of tens of thou-
sands of nucleotides, and so sample the structural equilibrium
of DNA origamis and reactions involving many strands.
4.1 Rare-event methods
Although coarse-grained models allow much longer time
scales to be simulated than for all-atom models, many of the
processes involving DNA in which one might be interested in-
volve significant free-energy barriers, and so may still be hard
to sample. For example, free-energy barriers can arise due to
the loss of translational entropy when two species associate,
or due to the necessity of breaking base pairs, or if a process
is geometrically or topologically constrained.84 In character-
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ising such processes, rare-event simulation techniques are ex-
tremely useful; we shall first consider techniques designed to
measure the equilibrium properties of such systems, before
dealing with approaches for measuring kinetics.
4.1.1 Accelerating equilibration.Two methods of par-
ticular note for improving equilibration are umbrella sam-
pling95,106 and parallel tempering.107 Umbrella sampling en-
hances the equilibration of thermodynamic properties by ar-
tificially biasing the formation of intermediate configurations
between two or more local free-energy minima, thereby in-
creasing the rate of transitions between these minima. The
sampling bias can then be corrected to yield an unbiased free-
energy landscape for the process in question. Parallel tem-
pering involves running simultaneous replica simulations at
a range of temperatures, and occasionally swapping configu-
rations between replicas with a probability that preserves the
canonical distribution at each temperature. This approach can
accelerate equilibration if reactions are faster at temperatures
above or below the one in question. In general, we have found
the precise control offered by umbrella sampling to be most
useful in measuring thermodynamic properties of our systems,
with parallel tempering an alternative when it is difficult to de-
fine an effective order parameter.86
When applying such rare-event methods to the formation
of a target structure from more than one species, it is usually
most computationally convenient to consider the formation of
a single target, e.g. one DNA duplex from two complemen-
tary strands. However, the statistical distribution of various
clusters of strands within a simulation volume obtained from
a single-target simulation is different from the distribution that
would be obtained from a bulk simulation of the same model
(at the same concentration and temperature).93,108 Physically,
the difference arises because concentration fluctuations are
suppressed. For example, in the case of a single duplex, there
would always be one strand of each type in the simulated vol-
ume, whereas for the same volume in a bulk system there
are many other possibilities. Assuming that the concentration
of duplexes in the simulated system is representative of bulk
leads to a melting transition that is much narrower (as temper-
ature is varied) than would be observed in bulk (the width is
approximately 50% larger in bulk). For non-self complemen-
tary duplexes, the duplex concentration is also systematically
overestimated at all temperatures, leading to an error in the
melting temperature of several Kelvin, depending on the width
of the transition. To avoid this problem, one could of course
choose to simulate a larger system that is able to form multiple
copies of the target structure. However, the finite-size effects
associated with suppressed concentration fluctuations can per-
sist up to surprisingly large system sizes, particularly for as-
semblies involving many strands.108 Furthermore, it is often
no longer straightforward to apply rare-event approaches be-
cause of the problem of defining an appropriate order parame-
ter to drive the formation of multiple copies of a target, or the
need to use more replicas for parallel tempering.
We note that, to date, these finite-size effects have generally
been neglected.53,59–61,69,109–111 However, we have recently
developed an analytic approach that allows the bulk proba-
bilities to be estimated from the “single-target” simulations
assuming both that the species behave ideally and that other
multi-chain aggregated states do not contribute to the thermo-
dynamics.93,108,112 Both assumptions are likely to hold well
for DNA, firstly, because ideality is a good approximation for
the dilute DNA solutions typically used, and secondly, be-
cause the targets one usually wants to consider are maximally
base-paired, so any alternative misbonded aggregate, although
perhaps relevant as a kinetic trap, is likely to have higher free
energy than the target and so not be thermodynamically rele-
vant. This procedure is simple to implement, and so we rec-
ommend that it should be applied for any calculation of ther-
modynamic properties from single-target simulations.
4.1.2 Accelerating kinetic measurements.Accelerating
kinetic measurements is more difficult than enhancing thermo-
dynamic equilibration, as simulations must be unbiased and
transitions must occur at the temperature of interest. In gen-
eral, methods deal with measuring the flux of trajectories from
one local free-energy minimum A to an alternative B (a quan-
tity analogous to transition rates for non-instantaneous pro-
cesses), and also generating a representative set of transition
paths.
We have found forward flux sampling to be a particularly
useful algorithm of this kind.113,114 First, the transition is
split into several stages by defining interfaces which must be
crossed in the transition from A to B. Simulations are per-
formed in the vicinity of A to measure the flux of trajectories
across the first interface. States are saved at the crossing point.
These states are then used to initiate new trajectories, which
are used to measure the probability of reaching the next inter-
face before returning to A. This process is repeated for subse-
quent interfaces.The overall flux from A to B is then given by
the initial flux multiplied by the probability of success at each
interface, and the trajectories generated are an unbiased sam-
ple from the ensemble of reaction pathways. By splitting one
unlikely process into several stages, the overall measurement
can be performed more efficiently.
Forward flux sampling is most effective for simple pro-
cesses which do not involve long-lived metastable intermedi-
ates, such as hybridisation of non-repetitive duplexes.88 Al-
though the algorithm is still valid when such metastable inter-
mediates exist, it does not effectively accelerate the resolution
of the intermediate into state A or B, and hence this subpro-
cess must be simulated by brute force. In some cases this is
practical, but often it is not. This difficulty arises because one
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(a) (b)
(c)
Fig. 2 Typical configurations illustrating the relative flexibility of
(a) double-stranded DNA, (b) stacked single-stranded DNA and (c)
unstacked single-stranded DNA.
must measure the number of trajectories that return to state A
at each stage, rather than just the previous interface.
A possible solution to this problem is to explicitly define
a state C corresponding to the metastable intermediate. One
can then use forward flux sampling to measure the flux from
A to C, and then from C to B and A, from which the over-
all kinetics of the process can be inferred. It is also possible
to consider multiple metastable intermediates. Such an ap-
proach, which we have used to study internal displacement of
repetitive sequences,88 relies on the assumption that the sys-
tem equilibrates in state C before it resolves into state A or
B. We note that alternative techniques, such as transition path
sampling115 and transition interface sampling,116 face similar
difficulties when confronted with metastable intermediates.
5 Results for oxDNA
5.1 Basic DNA biophysics
Fig. 1(b) shows a DNA double helix as represented by
oxDNA. By design it has the correct basic structure, e.g. pitch,
base-pair rise and radius. However, as already noted, the two
grooves are of the same size, whereas in real DNA the ma-
jor groove is larger. The double helix also exhibits non-trivial
features such as propeller twist of the bases that arises in the
model due to a competition between optimizing the stacking
and hydrogen-bond interactions.66
The model also provides a good description of the mechan-
ical properties of DNA. For example, Fig. 2 illustrates the rel-
ative persistence lengths of dsDNA and ssDNA, in its stacked
and unstacked forms, which in our model are 125 base pairs,
and 40 and 3 bases, respectively, in good agreement with avail-
able experimental data.66 In particular, the relative flexibility
of unstacked DNA is important for nanotechnological appli-
cations. This flexibility also enables hairpins to form easily.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, given their importance in the fitting
procedure, we are able to reproduce well the melting points
and transtion widths of DNA duplexes. In order to capture the
dependence of the melting point on length, the correct balance
between the contributions of stacking and hydrogen-bonding
to the stability of the duplex was required. More impressively,
the melting points of hairpins are also reproduced well, albeit
with a small but constant offset of approximately 2 K. Single-
strands in oxDNA also show a broad uncooperative stacking
transition, although in this case the experimental nature of this
transition is less clear. However, some further information on
this transition can be obtained indirectly from the melting tem-
peratures of hairpins, which decrease when the stacking in the
loop is sufficiently strong to hinder the bending back of the
strand in the loop,117 an effect that our model is able to repro-
duce.83
One of the features of our model is that it allows the free-
energy landscapes associated with various assembly processes
to be computed.23,28,29,66,83–87 For example, Fig. 3(a) depicts
the free-energy profile for the hybridization of a 15-base-pair
duplex, where the number of base pairs has been used as the
order parameter. There is an initial free-energy barrier associ-
ated with the loss of translational entropy on association fol-
lowed by a linear downhill slope as the number of base pairs
increase (the linearity is because the free-energy of forming a
base pair is the same for all base pairs in our “average base”
parameterization). Notably, the most stable state of this duplex
at this temperature is with only 14 of the 15 bases paired. This
entropic opening of the duplex at its ends is termed “fraying”,
and provides an example of how oxDNA’s behaviour shows
deviations from “two-state” behaviour; this contrasts with, for
example, SantaLucia’s nearest-neighbour model for predict-
ing oligonucleotide melting temperatures that assumes the two
states in equilibrium are a fully-formed duplex and an unstruc-
tured single strand with no variation of the states involved with
temperature.16
A simplistic interpretation of this free-energy profile might
be to say that the “transition state” to duplex formation in-
volves the formation of a single base pair. However, it is not
quite that straightforward, because even when a single base
pair forms the rest of both chains normally require consid-
erable conformational change to reach a state where the du-
plex can zipper up, and so consequently the system is actually
much more likely to dissociate.88 Similarly, when a duplex is
melting and the last base pair breaks, it does not initially feel
the extra translational entropy it can gain from being disasso-
ciated, and so is still quite likely to zipper back up.
We should note that the mechanism of hybridization
that we observe for oxDNA differs strongly from that
found by de Pablo and coworkers for their 3SPN.1 DNA
model.53,54,111,118,119 For oxDNA, hybridization normally oc-
curs by the formation of a nucleus of a few correct base pairs,
followed by the “zippering” up of the rest of the duplex as
bases are transferred from the relatively unstructured single-
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Fig. 3 Free-energy profiles for (a) the formation of a 15 base-pair duplex at 343 K (b) the formation of a pseudoknot at 307 K (Fig. 7(d)), (c)
the formation of a kissing complex at 296 K between two hairpins with 20-base complementary loops (Fig. 7(e)), (d) the complete cycle of the
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formed.
stranded tails to the growing end of the double-helical section,
as illustrated in Fig. 4(a). Alternatively, if a misbonded (i.e.
involving base pairs not present in the fully-bonded duplex)
nucleus forms first, the fully base-paired duplex can still be
achieved by an internal displacement mechanism,88 in which
the correctly-bonded helical section nucleates and grows at the
expense of the misbonded helix. By contrast, for the 3SPN.1
model ssDNA adopts an overly stiff helical geometry, and hy-
bridization can occur from a misbonded duplex by a sliding of
the two chains past each other along the helical axis. In our
opinion,88 this mechanism is an artefact of their overly stiff ss-
DNA that restricts the way DNA can hybridize. In particular,
both the zippering mechanism shown in Fig. 4(a) and the inter-
nal displacement mechanism would not be feasible in 3SPN.1.
Furthermore, the isotropic nature of the 3SPN.1 base-base at-
tractions and the ad hoc sugar-sugar attraction leads to an ar-
tificially low barrier to sliding.
To illustrate some of the general principles of self-assembly
in DNA systems, in Figure 5(a) we show the hairpin clos-
ing times for a sequence that can form misbonded structures
which can compete with the formation of the correct hairpin.
Like many other self-assembly processes, there is a tempera-
ture window where assembly is most efficient. At high tem-
peratures, the hairpin formation rate goes down due to the de-
creased probability of successfully forming a complete stem
(a)
(b)
Fig. 4 Example configurations from the pathways for (a)
hybridization and (b) toehold-mediated strand displacement.
after the formation of an initial contact. Furthermore, above
the melting temperature, the equilibrium fraction of hairpins
will decrease rapidly. At low temperatures the hairpin folding
times go up due to the formation of misbonded hairpin struc-
tures that act as kinetic traps and hinder the formation of the
target hairpin. The system can still escape from these mis-
bonded structures by internal displacement processes, but this
becomes increasingly difficult as the temperature is decreased.
The two most stable misbonded structures are illustrated in
Fig. 5(c) and (d). As it happens the more thermodynamically
stable of the two is a less effective kinetic trap, because it can
rearrange to form the target hairpin relatively easily just by
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Fig. 5 (a) Folding times for a hairpin as a function of temperature
for the sequence TTACATAAAAAGTTTTTTTTCTTTTTATGTAA.
Also represented are folding times when misbonding is prevented by
only allowing base pairs in the target hairpin to form. The folding
times are given relative to the fastest folding system. (b) The target
hairpin. It has a 12-base-pair stem and an 8-base loop, and a melting
point of 347 K. (c) The most stable misbonded structure. It has 11
base pairs and a melting temperature of 334 K. (d) The second most
stable misbonded structure, which has 7 base pairs and a melting
temperature of 314 K. In (b)–(d) the base sites of nucleotides
participating in Watson-Crick base pairs are coloured pink to aid
visualization of the bonding pattern.
the propagation of the bulge loop to the hairpin loop end of
the helical stem. If the formation of misbonded structures is
prevented by artificially turning off non-native base pairing,
there is no low temperature decrease in the hairpin formation
rate.
This example shows some of the typical features of DNA
self-assembly. Namely, the existence of an assembly win-
dow between Tm (the temperature at which the target structure
melts) and Tmisbond (the temperature at which the most sta-
ble misbonded structure melts), where the only structure that
is stable with respect to the single-stranded state is the target
structure. This is why annealing the system, i.e. cooling it
down from a high temperature where all the strands are in the
single-stranded state, is such a simple and effective assembly
strategy. The system will always pass through the assembly
window first and, as long the cooling rate through this window
is sufficiently slow, the correct structure will form and the sys-
tem will not ever get kinetically trapped in misbonded struc-
tures. Sequence design can be used to make self-assembly eas-
ier by minimizing the stability of misbonded structures, hence
making the assembly window wider. In addition, for complex
structures that are designed to form hierarchically (i.e. sub-
units that form at high temperature themselves assemble into
larger aggregates at lower temperature) there will be multiple
assembly windows, which will be sequentially passed through
on annealing.
5.2 DNA under stress
In the cell, DNA is acted upon by a great variety of molecules,
and many of these induce some stress on the DNA.120,121
For example, protein binding can cause DNA to bend sharply
(e.g. the wrapping of DNA around histones in order to pack-
age DNA in eukaryotic cells). There are also families of en-
zymes responsible for manipulating DNA in different ways;
e.g. topoisomerases control the supercoiling of DNA, and he-
licases cause DNA to unwind.
As such, the mechanical properties of DNA are of consider-
able interest, and the advent of single-molecule techniques,
such as optical and magnetic tweezers, to exert forces and
torques on individual DNA molecules has led to a wealth of
new and impressive data.3 However, such techniques cannot
directly detect the microscopic nature of the structural changes
induced by the mechanical stress, and so simulations can play
an important role in visualizing such structural changes. As
noted already, oxDNA was fitted to give a reasonable descrip-
tion of the persistence length of dsDNA. Similarly, the twist
modulus of dsDNA 475 fJ fm is at the upper end of the range
of values determined from experiment, although this compari-
son is complicated by the fact that experiments often measure
an effective twist modulus that is reduced by thermal bend-
ing fluctuations.122 However, the stretch modulus of 2100 pN
is roughly twice the experimental value.66 Note, when fitting
the oxDNA model, parameters could not be found that allowed
the model to simultaneously reproduce the experimental per-
sistence length and stretch modulus and so we choose for the
model to better reproduce the persistence length, as this is
more likely to be relevant to the nanotechnological applica-
tions.
On pulling on opposite ends of dsDNA, it is found to un-
dergo an overstretching transition to an overstretched form
with an approximately 70% increase in length. At room
temperature and 500 mM salt this occurs at 67–8 pN.123,124
OxDNA undergoes a similar transition at 74 pN, satisfyingly
close to the experimental value, and also provides a good de-
scription of the temperature dependence of the overstretching
force.86 The nature of the overstretched state has been the
subject of considerable debate, the two main proposals be-
ing force-induced melting by unpeeling125 and a transition to
an overstretched duplex state termed “S-DNA”,126 but with
recent evidence suggesting that both mechanisms can occur
depending on solution conditions and temperature.127,128 In-
terestingly, for our model we only ever see overstretching by
unpeeling (Fig. 6(a)). This result strongly suggests that S-
DNA is unlikely to be an unstacked but base-paired duplex,
one of the proposed structures for S-DNA,126 as our model has
a good representation of stacking and base pairing and would
be expected to reproduce such a structure if it were relevant to
overstretching. Instead, S-DNA is likely to have a more exotic
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Fig. 6 Response of DNA to mechanical stress. (a) The unpeeling of duplex DNA and (b) the stretching of ssDNA under tension, and the
formation of (c) a plectoneme, (d) a bubble and (e) a cruciform for a sequence with an inverted repeat, all under negative supercoiling. (f) Two
structures formed by the hybridization of a 35-base linear strand with a 45-base circular strand. For the left-hand structure, the double helical
section is homogeneously bent, whereas the other contains a “kink” (labelled by an arrow) where two base pairs are broken.
structure.
The stretching of ssDNA has been less studied, but has a
number of interesting features. For a random sequence, at
low force and high salt, it will form some secondary struc-
ture, e.g. misbonded hairpins. The breaking of this secondary
structure leads to a feature in the force-extension curve (be-
low 10 pN for 0.5 M salt).129 However, such secondary struc-
ture can be prevented by choosing sequences possessing no
complementary bases. If such sequences have strong stacking,
features in the force-extensions curves associated with force-
induced unstacking can be observed.130 However, our model
suggests that this transition is not associated with complete
loss of stacking, but rather with a shortening of the length
of runs of stacked bases.83 For example, even in the force-
bearing single-stranded sections of the duplex undergoing un-
peeling in Fig. 6(a) one can still see short runs of three or four
stacked bases, where the backbone is able to align itself along
the axis of force.
DNA’s response to applied twist is dependent on its sign
(undertwist is termed negative supercoiling, and overtwist
positive supercoiling), the presence of tension and sequence.
At low force for long DNAs, the molecule is able to absorb the
twist by writhing to produce plectonemes,131 such as in Fig.
6(c). For short DNAs or at higher forces, negative supercoiling
can be absorbed in other ways, for example by the formation
of a bubble, as in Fig. 6(d). One noteworthy feature of such
bubbles in our model is that the two strands twist around each
other in the opposite sense to the DNA double helix. This is
so that the bubble absorbs as much of the negative twist as
possible, thus minimizing the number of base pairs that need
to be broken. For sequences possessing an inverted repeat (a
stretch of dsDNA where the sequence reads the same on either
strand) the molecule can absorb the negative supercoiling by
forming a double hairpin structure called a “cruciform” (Fig.
6(e)). Using oxDNA, we have observed that there is a co-
operative but asynchronous mechanism for the formation of
the hairpin arms of the cruciform. The nucleation of the first
hairpin from a bubble that has diffused to the centre of the in-
verted repeat makes the nucleation of the second arm much
more likely.85
There has also been much interest in the bending fluctua-
tions of dsDNA.132 Cyclization rates for large DNAs agree
well with the predictions of the wormlike-chain model.133
However, shorter duplexes (of the order of the persistence
length and less) show enhanced cyclization rates compared
to this model.6,134 It has been suggested that these enhanced
bending fluctuations are due to kinking at sites where transient
bubbles form.135,136
Bending of DNA can also be induced by hybridization of
a circular strand with a linear strand to give a duplex where
the two ends of the double helix are connected by a single
strand.137,138 As this single-stranded section becomes shorter,
the structure of the double-stranded section changes from
being homogeneously bent to developing a kink due to the
formation of a bubble roughly in the centre of the double-
stranded section. For the example illustrated in Fig. 6(f), both
the bent and the kinked structures are possible for oxDNA.
For the homogeneously bent case, the tension in the single-
stranded section enhances fraying of the double helix. How-
ever, this tension is significantly reduced on kinking.
The mechanical properties of DNA nanotechnology sys-
tems are also beginning to be probed. For example, single-
molecule measurements of the persistence lengths and tor-
sional moduli of DNA origami multi-helix bundles have re-
cently been obtained using magnetic139 and optical140 tweez-
ers, with the extreme rigidities of these origamis making
them particularly suitable for use as linkers in tweezer experi-
ments.140
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Fig. 7 Simple DNA motifs: (a) a 4-way junction; (b) a 3-way
junction; (c) duplexes with a bulge loop of (i) 2, (ii) 5 or (iii) 9
bases; (d) a pseudoknot and (e) kissing hairpins.
5.3 Structural DNA Nanotechnology
As DNA nanotechnological structures basically consist of
double helical sections connected by junctions and single-
stranded sections, it will be useful to consider the properties
of such junctions. The most common junction is a four-way
junction. At the intermediate to high salt typically used in
DNA nanotechnology, the junction does not adopt an open ge-
ometry, but instead adopts a stacked structure, where there is
coaxial stacking between the arms at the junction site, so that
there are two (quasi)-continuous helices passing through the
junction. These helices prefer not to be parallel, and adopt an
“X-like” configuration. Fig. 7(a) shows such a junction for
oxDNA. There are two possibilities for the chiral twist of the
two helices with respect to each other. In our model the junc-
tion preferentially adopts the left-handed form, and although
this form has been seen experimentally,141 the norm is for the
junctions to be right-handed.142 Presumably, oxDNA has in-
sufficient structural detail to reproduce this local preference.
However, this deficiency is likely to be not too detrimental to
the study of the nanotechnological systems, since the junc-
tions are usually not free to adopt their preferred local struc-
ture, but are constrained by other parts of the nanostructure.
In particular, the helices are often roughly anti-parallel, as, for
example, in DNA origami. However, the internal stresses that
result would be expected to be of the incorrect sign with re-
spect to the twisting of the helices at the junctions. We are
currently exploring these rather subtle effects further in order
to understand how they affect large DNA nanostructures.
3-way junctions, although somewhat less common, are an-
other basic motif that is used in DNA nanotechnology,7 for
example at the corners of a DNA nanotetrahedron.143 The
two basic proposed types of structure for the junction are a T-
shaped geometry, where two of the arms coaxially stack at the
junction, or a geometry with the arms at approximately 120◦
and an open arrangement at the junction without any coax-
ial stacking.142 The competition between these structures de-
pends on solution conditions and whether there is a bulge loop
at the junction — this provides the structure with more flexi-
bility making coaxial stacking easier. The T-shaped geometry
that we find for oxDNA is illustrated in Fig. 7(b); the identity
of the two arms that are coaxially stacked was found to switch
frequently.
Another common motif that can be used to help control the
structure of DNA assemblies is a bulge loop where one strand
has a section of extra non-complementary bases. Some exam-
ple structures for duplexes with bulges are shown in Fig. 7(c)
with the structures reflecting the nature of the stacking in the
bulge region. If the bases on either side of the bulge coaxially
stack as in Fig. 7(c)(iii) the duplex is relatively unperturbed,
whereas if the stacking is broken between bases on the non-
bulge-containing strand the bulge acts as a relatively flexible
hinge allowing larger angular deviations between the two dou-
ble helical sections (Fig. 7(c)(ii)). In between these two cases
is Fig. 7(c)(i) where the bases in the bulge stack with those of
the duplex and there are no breaks in the stacking in the other
strand, and a small bend is induced.
The connectivity of the double helical sections can also
sometimes lead to pseudoknotted configurations.81,88 The ex-
ample pseudoknot illustrated in Fig. 7(d) is effectively a hair-
pin with a tail that binds to the loop to form a second helical
section. The thermodynamics of this system are interesting
since, although the two helices in this example are equivalent,
the free-energy profile in Fig. 3(b) shows that going from ei-
ther of the two possible hairpins to the pseudoknot by forming
a second helical section is thermodynamically less favourable
than forming the hairpin. As a consequence, as the system is
cooled down, the system will form a hairpin at 320 K but only
at 299 K does the pseudoknot become most stable. It is also
noteworthy that secondary structure thermodynamic models
find pseudoknots particularly challenging,144 again illustrat-
ing the extra insights available from models with a full three-
dimensional representation of the structure.
One of the first larger-scale self-assembled DNA nanos-
tructures were the two-dimensional arrays of double-crossover
tiles145 produced by Winfree et al..146 An individual double-
crossover tile is illustrated in Fig. 8(a), and a small 4×4 array
of such motifs in Fig. 8(b). Their self-assembly is hierarchical
with the double-crossover tiles forming at higher temperature,
and then these further self-assembling into arrays mediated
by interactions between the tiles’ short single-stranded “sticky
ends”. The arrays are usually visualized after deposition on a
surface, and are then of course flat. However, their structure
and flexibility in solution is less clear, although the tendency
of some tile types to form tubes suggests a preference for these
sheets to curved.147 Particularly noticeable in the structure in
Fig. 8(b) are the gaps that open up between adjacent tiles, and
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Fig. 8 Examples of DNA nanostructures: (a) a double crossover tile, and (b) a 4×4 array of such tiles adsorbed on a surface, (c) a
nanotetrahedron, (d) a three-armed star motif and (e) a tetrahedron made up of four such motifs, and (f) a “smiley-face” DNA origami made
up of 6196 base pairs adsorbed on a surface.
this compares well to the “rectangular checkerboard” pattern
typically seen in experimental micrographs, where the gaps
are of the order of half of the width of the tile.147 Our struc-
ture confirms that these gaps are the result of bending of the
helices, particularly near to the junctions, but without signifi-
cant loss of stacking at the junctions or strand ends.
We have also begun to explore the assembly of the tiles into
arrays by dynamics simulations. As when we considered the
hairpin, there will be a temperature window just below the
melting point of the crystals where the only stable product is
the correctly-formed array. However, in this temperature win-
dow there is a “nucleation” free-energy barrier to assembly,
and so hysteresis is experimentally observed between assem-
bly and disassembly of the arrays.148,149 In particular, tiles
bound by a single sticky-end to the rest of the array will not
be stable, and have a significant likelihood of dissociating, be-
fore one of its other sticky-ends either find its partner in the
aggregate or binds to a new tile joining the aggregate. Con-
sequently, simulating assembly in this regime is challenging,
because many binding events do not lead to growth, and nu-
cleation of the initial array is especially difficult. In partic-
ular, a dimer will not be stable, and only once a nucleus of
four tiles is formed can each tile be bound by two of its sticky
ends. It is far easier to simulate assembly for this system in
a lower temperature range where every sticky-ended associa-
tion is stable, and so there is no nucleation free-energy barrier.
However, this can lead to imperfect structures, because, for
example, before all the sticky ends of a tile find their correct
binding partner in an aggregate, another tile can come in and
stably bind to one of those partners — this effect is also exac-
erbated by the higher concentrations that one typically uses in
simulations to reduce diffusion times. Forward-flux sampling
provides a potential means to operate within the “nucleation”
regime by sampling the successive addition of tiles to a grow-
ing aggregate.
DNA strands can also be designed to form finite structures
of a particular size and shape. Fig. 8(c) illustrates a nanote-
trahedron designed by the Turberfield group to assemble from
four strands, where each strand runs around one face of the
structure.143 In this case, the structure is designed to form
hierarchically, with dimers involving the two edges with no
nicks forming first at higher temperature. These two types of
dimers will then themselves dimerize with each other to form
the tetrahedron as the system is cooled further.
A different route to polyhedra is through the multi-
arm motifs developed particularly in the group of Chengde
Mao.150–154 An example three-arm tile is shown in Fig. 8(d).
The arms have a very similar structure to one half of the
double-crossover tiles, including single-stranded sticky ends
that allow the motifs to assemble into higher-order structures.
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To impart flexibility to the motifs, the red strand in Fig. 8(d)
has three bulge loops at the centre of the motif. It is notice-
able that for the configuration in Fig. 8(d), there is a coaxial
stacking across the bulge in one case leading to a single homo-
geneously bent double helix bridging two of the arms, whereas
the stacking is broken at the other two bulges giving rise to a
kink. It is also noticeable that the two helices in an arm are
not necessarily parallel, reflecting the preference for the coax-
ially stacked helices in a four-way junction to be twisted with
respect to each other.
The interactions and assembly products of these multi-arm
motifs can be controlled in a number of ways, including
through the length and number of the arms, the number of
bases in the bulges and the strand concentration. If the length
of two arms bound to each other is an integer multiple of com-
plete helical turns, then the two motifs have the same orienta-
tion, and so any non-planarity of the motifs can lead to a build
up of curvature, making closed structures more likely. By con-
trast if the length is an odd multiple of half helical turns, the
motifs will have opposite orientation, and any non-planarity
will be cancelled out, making planar crystalline arrays more
likely. This approach has been used to create octahedra150
and icosahedra151 from 4- and 5-arm motifs respectively, and
honeycomb,152 square153 and hexagonal154 lattices from 3-,
4- and 6-arm motifs, respectively.
The case of closed structures with 3-arm motifs is particu-
larly interesting,155 as the structures that result reflect the rela-
tive time scales for internal structural fluctuations in a growing
aggregate that allow closed polygons to form and for addition
of new motifs to the growing structure. When the bulges are
five bases long and the motifs particularly flexible, tetrahe-
dra form — it is noticeable from the tetrahedron in Fig. 8(e)
how the unpaired bases in the bulge loops are stretched out to
bridge the helices in the different arms and allow the sharp
back-bending at the vertices of the tetrahedron. When the
bulges are shorter and the motifs less flexible, larger struc-
tures such as dodecahedra and truncated icosahedra can form,
with the larger structure being favoured by higher concentra-
tion, as this increases the rate of addition of new motifs to a
growing structure. We intend to use oxDNA to probe how the
length of the bulge loops affects the rate of polygon closing
using forward-flux sampling.
Comparing the two tetrahedra in Fig. 8(c) and (e), it is no-
ticeable that the edges of the larger tetrahedron are signifi-
cantly straighter; the presence of two linked helices along each
edge leads to a substantial enhancement in their stiffness.
A significant advance in the repertoire of nanostructures
that could be reliably formed was through the development
of the DNA origami technique by Rothemund,156 in which a
long single-stranded viral “scaffold” DNA is folded up into
a structure made of linked parallel double helices by the ad-
dition of lots of short “staple” strands. The iconic smiley-
face origami (Fig. 8(f)) illustrated that virtually any arbi-
trary two-dimensional shape could be formed. The technique
was then further extended to allow three-dimensional157 and
curved158,159 structures to form.
The origami illustrated in Fig. 8(f) shows that our model
is able to capture one of the most basic structural features of
DNA origami, namely the “weave” pattern where the spac-
ing between the helices opens up in between the junctions.
However, the structure of origamis are virtually always probed
when bound to a surface, and much less is known experimen-
tally about their structure in solution, although the CanDo
package can provide a useful guide.79,80 We find that two-
dimensional origamis can have quite large structural fluctu-
ations, and need not be planar on average. As well as the
weave pattern, we find that the origamis can be “corrugated”
in the plane perpendicular to the origami, as has also been
seen in the recent cryo-EM structure of a three-dimensional
origami.160 The original origami of Rothemund are almost
certainly twisted in solution, because the design requires the
helical repeat length to be 10 2/3 base pairs, and so the mis-
match between that and DNA’s natural helical repeat of about
10.5 bases per turn leads to twist, as has been illustrated for
long three-dimensional origami ribbons.158 For oxDNA, we
find that the overall twist also reflects the effects of nicks, and
junctions on the local twist angle at the corresponding base-
pair steps.
We note that a programme to take output from cadnano,161
a commonly used DNA origami design tool, and turn it into
an input file for oxDNA is available at the oxDNA website.92
Experiments have shown that there is hysteresis between
the self-assembly and melting of DNA origamis, that the self-
assembly can occur over a relatively narrow temperature win-
dow, and that if the system is quenched below this assembly
window the quality of the resulting origami decreases.162,163
These results suggest that near the melting temperature there
is a nucleation free-energy barrier to origami formation; this
barrier probably reflects the decrease in conformational en-
tropy of the remaining single-stranded sections of the scaf-
fold strand as staple strands bind making the binding of each
successive staple more thermodynamically favourable. We
have begun to use oxDNA to explore the self-assembly of
small DNA origamis, but, similar to the assembly of double-
crossover tiles, direct simulations of assembly have to be in
a temperature regime where the assembly process is downhill
in order to occur in a reasonable amount of computer time.
However, we then see kinetic trapping in configurations where
two copies of the same staple have both bound to the scaf-
fold, thus blocking either staple strand fully bonding to the
scaffold. In order to avoid such problems, one would need to
work at a temperature where the binding of the first domain
of each staple is unfavourable, so that singly-bound blocking
strands would melt away, but this regime would require rare-
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event techniques, such as forward-flux sampling to be used.
5.4 Active DNA nanotechnology
In DNA nanodevices, activity is often achieved through what
are termed strand-exchange or displacement reactions, in
which an “incumbent” strand that is partially complementary
to a “substrate” strand is replaced by an “invading” strand
that is able to form more base pairs with the substrate. Fig-
ure 4(b) illustrates this process. Interestingly, the rate of dis-
placement is found to initially increase exponentially with
the length of the toehold (the number of unpaired bases in
the substrate-incumbent complex) before plateauing at 5 or
6 bases.5 In contrast to simple kinetics schemes based on
nearest-neighbour thermodynamic models, oxDNA is able
to quantitatively reproduce the 106.5-fold acceleration of the
rates with increasing toehold length, because it can capture the
free-energetic effects of the overcrowding at the junction be-
tween the invading and incumbent strands and the dynamical
consequences of the greater structural rearrangement neces-
sary for displacement to progress compared to toehold melt-
ing.87
One of the first nanodevices to use displacement was the
DNA nanotweezers developed by Yurke et al.,13 an example
of which is illustrated in Fig. 9(a).23 The nanotweezers cy-
cle between “open” and “closed” configurations through the
“clocked” addition of complementary single strands. Using
oxDNA, we have been able to characterize the free-energy
landscape associated with a complete cycle of the nanotweez-
ers (Fig. 3(d)). As the two strands would preferentially hy-
bridize with each other rather than open or close the tweezers,
their addition is necessarily sequential in time. One way round
this restriction is to prepare these “fuel” strands in a form that
prevents them from hybridizing directly, but where the nan-
odevice can extract work by catalysing their hybridization.
This can be achieved if the strands are designed to form hair-
pins.164,165 Although the hairpin loops can start to hybridize,
the topology prevents full hybridization (Fig. 3(c))—the link-
ing number of the two loops must be conserved so for every
time the two loops wrap around each other to form the B-DNA
double helix, they must also wrap around each other in the op-
posite sense. The structure of the “kissing complex” formed
by two such hairpins is illustrated in Fig. 7(e). Perhaps con-
trary to expectation, oxDNA suggests that it is favourable for
the loops to form two double-helical sections adjacent to each
hairpin stem rather than a single hybridized region.84
An alternative approach to introduce dynamical activity is
to use a modified restriction enzyme to nick one of the strands
in a double helical section, such that it is favourable for at least
one of the two fragments to dehybridize. This approach has
been used to create a “burnt-bridges” motor that walks along a
track of single-stranded stators attached to some substrate (be
open closed open
(b)
(a)
(c)
Fig. 9 Examples of DNA nanodevices: (a) nanotweezers
transforming between their open and closed states in response to the
addition of fuel (purple) and anti-fuel (gold) strands, (b) a
burnt-bridges walker moving between two stators, and (c) a
two-footed DNA walker taking a step along a single-stranded track
(blue). In (b) the red circles indicate the points of attachment to the
substrate.
it a single double helix166 or a DNA origami15) and is illus-
trated in Fig. 9(b). The enzyme nicks the stator-cargo complex
to reveal a toehold that allows the cargo to be transferred to the
next stator through a displacement reaction. Thus, the track is
modified as the motor progresses, hence the “burnt-bridges”
name. We have used our model to probe the free-energy land-
scapes for the displacement process, and particularly the effect
of stator separation.29 As the stators become increasingly sep-
arated, there is an increasing free-energy barrier to displace-
ment because of the tension that builds up in the intermediate
as it is stretched between the binding sites of the two stators
(Fig. 3(e)). This effect is potentially useful for tracks where
one wants the cargo to select one of two paths,167 because as
the probability of displacement being successful diminishes
(due to the large free-energy barrier), the relative rates of tak-
ing either path become more sensitive to the toehold binding
strengths.
We have also modelled a prototype two-footed walker de-
veloped in the Turberfield group that walks along a single-
stranded track. There are two versions of the walker, one that
makes use of nicking enzymes168 and one that uses hairpins
as fuel,169 the former being illustrated in Fig. 9(c). The mo-
tor is designed so that the two-feet overlap, and hence expose
a toehold that allows either of the feet to be selectively de-
tached from the track by displacement using an appropriate
fuel strand. Therefore, in the presence of the fuel that lifts the
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back foot, the walker should walk forwards. Our modelling
suggests that there is also a potential bias, stemming from the
geometry of the walker, for the lifted foot to reattach in the for-
ward direction, especially when moderate tension is applied to
the track.28 However, we also found that the walker had a ten-
dency to “overstep”, and attach to a binding site not adjacent
to the stationary foot, which is a potential problem because the
feet then no longer overlap, making it harder for the feet to be
lifted by the fuel strands and eliminating the intended bias for
lifting the back foot. Applying moderate tension to the track
was found to make recover from the overstepped state easier.
This study probably provides the first example of optimiza-
tion strategies for a DNA nanodevice being suggested based
on simulations.28
6 Conclusions
Molecular simulation has potentially much to offer the fields
of DNA nanotechnology and DNA biophysics. However, for
this promise to be realized, accurate and robust coarse-grained
models of DNA are required in order to address the potentially
long time and length scales involved. After a relatively late
start compared to coarse-grained simulations of biomolecules
such as proteins and lipids, coarse-grained modelling of DNA
has received considerable interest over the last few years, with
many possible models now available in the literature and an
increasing number of applications using these models. How-
ever, for quite a number of these models, their fundamental be-
haviour has not been sufficiently tested to be confident of their
ability to capture a wide range of phenomena. Furthermore,
many models involve choices concerning the form of their in-
teractions that limit their ability to exhibit the physical proper-
ties that are most relevant to applications to the self-assembly
processes associated with DNA nanotechnology, namely a re-
alistic description of the structure, thermodynamics and me-
chanics of both dsDNA and ssDNA.
By contrast, the oxDNA model, which was developed by
the authors and is the focus of the second-half of this perspec-
tive article, was specifically designed to capture the biophys-
ical processes that are essential to self-assembling DNA nan-
otechnology. As well as accurately reproducing the structural,
thermodynamic and mechanical properties that were involved
in the fitting process, oxDNA can be simulated on the diffusive
time scales relevant to self-assembly processes, even for sys-
tems containing thousands of nucleotides. Furthermore, the
power of the model is exemplified by the quantitative repro-
duction of phenomena to which the model was not fitted, most
notably the kinetics of toehold-mediated strand-exchange and
the overstretching force of duplex DNA. Its utility is further
illustrated by the wide range of examples to which the model
has been applied, as outlined in Section 5. It is able to pro-
vide significant physical insight into fundamental dynamic
processes involving DNA, such as hybridization, strand ex-
change and hairpin formation, and the response of DNA to
mechanical stress, be it stretching, twisting or bending, as well
as providing an excellent description of the structural prop-
erties of DNA nanosystems. Moreover, its ability to capture
non-trivial geometric features of nanodevices that are not ac-
cessible to secondary-structure thermodynamic models gives
it a potentially important role in guiding the design of DNA
nanodevices, as has been illustrated for a prototype two-footed
DNA walker. OxDNA has also been used to probe the liquid-
crystalline phase behaviour of concentrated solutions of short
DNA duplexes.89
Having illustrated oxDNA’s achievements, it is also impor-
tant to be open about its deficiencies and limitations. Proba-
bly the main limitation is that the model is fitted to one rela-
tively high salt concentration (0.5 M), albeit one that is typi-
cal of the high ionic strengths usually used in DNA nanotech-
nology. Furthermore, the sequence dependence in the model
is limited to just the thermodynamic properties. Thus, there
is no sequence-dependent elastic behaviour, which is proba-
bly less important for nanotechnology, but may be relatively
more important for applications in biology. Additionally, the
only form of base pairing allowed is Watson-Crick, and so
alternative forms of DNA, such as G-quadruplexes and triple-
stranded DNA, cannot be modelled. The symmetric nature of
the oxDNA helix is a further simplification, but one that we
are currently addressing due to its potential structural effects
on DNA nanostructures. Finally, the property most relevant to
DNA nanotechnology that oxDNA is not able to reproduce is
probably the structure of four-way junctions for which oxDNA
has a preference for the isomer with the opposite chirality to
that usually observed experimentally.
In summary, coarse-grained modelling of DNA has now
reached an exciting stage. Models are now available that allow
DNA nanosystems to be systematically and accurately probed,
thus opening up the field of DNA nanotechnology to molecu-
lar simulations. Even complete DNA origamis with over ten
thousand nucleotides can be structurally characterized. Prob-
ing the self-assembly mechanisms of such large nanostruc-
tures is still a real challenge for simulations because of the
long time scales involved, but it is envisaged that through the
combination of GPU computing and advanced rare-event tech-
niques simulations of the self-assembly of structures with of
the order of a thousand nucleotides will soon be possible.
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